Introduction
The resource survey for the third planet in the
Gratis system was NOT supposed to get out for
public consumption … but it did, and it was
brimming, and that’s when it all started.
The extraction company you work for had a
carrier sitting idle, and you were put in charge
to jump to the closest gate and get to the
planet ASAP. Of course, every other company
with a carrier available had the same thought,
and you all emerged from the gate within
visual range of each other. To make matters
worse, the only way from the gate to Gratis-3 is
a very narrow, treacherous path … hemmed in
on all sides by asteroid fields and EM-charged
nebulae.
The only way to be sure your company gets the best grab of the resource-rich planet
is to slow the other ships and cause them enough delay and damage that you will
arrive first and be able to get your claims staked before the others join you planetside.

Objective
The object of the game is to have the most points at the end of the game. Points are
scored by collecting “Trophy” chips that are won by damaging other player’s Carriers,
destroying their RAVs, and arriving at the planet before the others.

Components & Setup
The game comes with the following components in the box …
Game Board … this is composed of two 10x16-inch sections, which are placed together,
end-to-end, to form a 10x32-inch map from the Jump Gate to the planet, Gratis-3
8 Dice
50 Black Chips
4 Sets of Player Components … each set is in

one of the four player colors and includes:

o
o
o
o
o
o

1 Carrier
2 Bomber RAVs
4 Fighter RAVs
1 Status card
8 Carrier Command cards
16 Chips

Game Setup
Arrange the game board in the middle of the play area with the Dice and Black Chips
set along side the board in a central stockpile for all players to use.

Have each player select a set of components, and do the following:
1. Place your Carrier onto the Jump Gate on the board.
2. Place your Status card on the table in front of you, leaving
enough room for items around it.
3. Place all of your Chips to the left of the Status card.
a. Put one Chip on each of the 4 systems circles. (The
system circles are marked “1 NavComp,”
“2 RAVs,” etc.)

b. Put Chips on 2 of the shield circles
along the top edge of the Status
card.
4. Place all of your RAVs on the table above
the Status card.
5. Leave room to the right of the Status
card to store your Trophy Chips as you
collect them throughout the game.
6. Shuffle the 9 Carrier Command cards,
randomly select 3 of them and place
them face-up on the table, left-to-right,
below the Status card. These 3 cards are
the start of your “Cool-Down Queue.”
Keep the remaining 6 cards in your hand.
Pick a player to take the first turn and begin. For the start of the game, notice the “Special

Jump Gate Rules” Section on page 10.
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Important Terms
The following terms are used throughout these rules:
Carrier – A player’s main ship. It travels from Location
to Location on the board, starting at the Jump Gate and
ending at the planet, Gratis-3.
RAV – “Remove Attack Vehicle” – Bombers and Fighters
that are launched from a Carrier and remote-controlled
out in space. They move on the circular Spaces.
Jump Gate – The starting place for the Carriers located on one edge of the
board.
Gratis-3 – The planet located at the far edge of the
board from the Jump Gate. This is the ultimate
destination for the players’ Carriers.
Carrier Locations, or just “Locations” – The large
rounded rectangles arranged into a path between the
Jump Gate and Gratis-3. The players’ Carriers move
between these Locations.
RAV Spaces or just “Spaces” – The circles scattered over
the board that are connected by lines. RAVs move
between these Spaces.
Cool-Down Queue or just “Queue” – The 3 or 4 cards on the table in front of
you that have been played on previous turns. These cannot be used on your
next turn. The oldest card in the Queue returns to your hand at the end of your
next turn.
Systems “Online” or “Down” – Your Chips are used on your Status card to
indicate which of the four ship systems (NavComp, RAVs, Defense, and
Weapons) are “Online” or “Down.” A system circle with a Chip on it is “Online”
and may be used to carry out actions, while a system that is Down has its white
circle exposed and cannot normally be used to carry out commands.

Player Turns
The game is played with each player taking a turn, going to the left around the table.
The turn-taking continues around the table until the game ends. Scores are counted
at the end to determine the winner.
On your turn, you take the following steps, in order (details for each step follow on
the next page):
1. Repair 1 System
2. Play 1 Carrier Command Card
3. Move RAVs
4. Attack with RAVs
5. Return Card from the Cool-Down Queue to your Hand
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Step 1 – Repair 1 System
If you have any systems that are currently Down at the start of
your turn, you may bring 1 of them back Online. You may
choose which one is repaired.
To repair a system, take one of your Chips and place it one top
of that system’s white circle to show that it is now Online
again. If you run out of your own Chips, you must take and use a Black
Chip from the central stockpile.

Step 2 – Play 1 Carrier Command card
You must play exactly 1 Carrier Command card from your hand. Place it face-up on
the table to the right of the cards in the Cool-Down Queue and then take the actions
indicated on that card.
You must take the actions described on the
card if it makes use of a system that is Online.
If the system needed for an action is Down,
simply skip that step. (It is allowable to play a

Command card for which you can take no actions or
only some of the actions because the needed systems
are currently Down.)

The available Carrier Commands, in detail, are …
Launch RAVs, then Move Carrier or Move Carrier, then Launch RAVs – These
two cards are the only way to put RAVs on the board. One of the cards has you
add the RAVs first, and then move your Carrier
to the next Location. The other card has you
move your Carrier first, and then add the RAVs.
o Your NavComp system must be Online to
move your Carrier, and the RAVs system
must be Online to add the RAVs.
o The Carrier is always moved exactly 1
Location forward on the path, unless it is
already at the planet.
o You may add up to 2 RAVs to the board,
but no more than 1 of them may be a Bomber.
o The RAVs must be added to a Space that is adjacent to your Carrier’s
current Location. The tail of the RAV should point at the partial line
pointing from the Space to the Location.
o If there are no open Spaces adjacent to the Carrier’s Location, you are not
able to add a RAV.
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Shields/Move | Def. Guns – This is shorthand for “Raise Shields and Move OR
Fire Defensive Guns.” You may only choose one of the two options.
o If you choose the first option …
Your Defense system must be Online to add the Shields, and your
NavComp must be Online to move your Carrier.
Add 2 Chips to the Shields area of your Status card. You may not
have more than 4 Shields on the card at any time. If you run out of

your own Chips, you must take and use a Black Chip from the central stockpile.

Move your Carrier to the next Location on the path, unless it is
already at the planet.
o If you choose the second option …
Your Defense system must be Online to fire the defensive guns.
You roll 8 Dice and use the resulting hits to destroy RAVs that are
adjacent to your Carrier’s Location. See “Attacking” on page 8 for
more details.
Fire Short Range Guns – Your primary Carrierto-Carrier weapon is your short range guns,
which can be used to attack any Carrier at the
same Location or 1 Location away from your
Carrier.
o Your Weapons system must be Online to
fire your guns.
o Specify another player’s Carrier as your
target, and then roll 5 Dice if that target is
at the same Location, or 3 Dice if that target is 1 Location away. See
“Attacking” on page 8 for more details.
EMP | NUKE Missile – This is potentially the most devastating anti-Carrier
weapons you have available. It may only be used against a Carrier that is not at
the same Location as your Carrier, and it comes in 2 flavors – EMP or NUKE.
Specify a target and then choose which type of missile you will be using.
o Your Weapons system must be Online to use this weapon.
o You may target a Carrier at any Location, except for the Location that
holds your own Carrier.
o If you choose EMP, all Carriers at the same Location as the target lose all
of their shields. The Chips that were marking the shields are simply
returned to each owner’s stack of Chips to the left of their Status cards.
After all shields have been removed, attack with 4 Dice. See “Attacking”
on page 8 for more details.
o If you choose NUKE, attack with 6 Dice. After applying any hits, those
Dice that had hits are re-rolled for an additional attack. This continues
until none of the remaining dice have hits.
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Manual Override – This card provides some help when things are going badly
for you. It allows you to either do an additional repair, or to make use of a
system that is currently Down. At the end of your turn, you may pick this card
back up into your hand instead of picking up the leftmost card from the CoolDown Queue.
o If NavComp Down, Move Your Carrier – Move your Carrier 1 Location.
o If RAVs Down, Control RAVs – This allows you to move and attack with
your RAVs in steps 3 & 4 of your turn even though your RAVs system is
Down.
o If Defense Down, Fire Defensive Guns – Follow the instructions on the
“Fire Defensive Guns” card … roll 8 Dice to destroy RAVs adjacent to your
Carrier’s Location.
o If Weapons Down, Fire Short Range Guns – Follow the instructions on the
“Fire Short Range Guns” card.

Step 3 – Move RAVs
If you have any RAVs on the board and your RAVs system is currently Online, you
must move your RAVs. (Sometimes, on a rare occasion, it’s impossible to move your RAVs. In
those cases, this step can be skipped.)

RAVs move between the Spaces along the
connection lines drawn between them. RAVs may
move into any connected Space that is not directly
behind it. Think of the RAVs as projecting through
outer space and unable to immediately spin and
backtrack. When moving a RAV, it’s important to
point its tail directly at the Space that it just came
from.
Here are the rules around moving RAVs on the
board:
RAVs must move at least 1 Space each turn, if possible.
Fighters may move up to 3 Spaces, and Bombers may move up to 2 Spaces.
RAVs may move through Spaces that are already occupied but must end their
movement in an unoccupied Space.
You may choose the order in which to move your RAVs. However, once you have
moved a RAV, you may not move it again on the same turn.
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Step 4 – Attack with RAVs (optional)
If you have any RAVs on the board and your RAVs system is currently Online, you may
attack with your RAVs. This step is optional.
To attack with RAVs, do the following:
1. Specify a target … this can be a single RAV, or an
opponent’s Carrier.
2. Identify all of your RAVs that will be attacking the target.
a. If attacking a RAV, your RAV may attack it if it is in
an adjacent Space and the target is not directly
behind it.
b. If attacking a Carrier, your RAV may attack if it is
in a green Space that is adjacent to the Carrier’s
Location. There will be a partial line from the
Space toward the Location to indicate it being adjacent. Some Spaces are
adjacent to more than 1 Location.
3. Count the number of attack Dice, based on all of your RAVs that are attacking
the target:
a. Each Bomber adds 3 Dice to the attack
b. The first Fighter adds 1 Die to the
attack, all other Fighters in the group
add 2 Dice to the attack
c. You may roll a maximum of 8 Dice on
an attack
4. Carry out the attack results. See “Attacking”
on page 8 for more details.
Each target may only be attacked once during your
turn, and each of your RAVs on the board may only
be used in a single attack during your turn.

Step 5 - Return Card from the Cool-Down Queue to
your Hand
When you have completed your turn, pick up
the leftmost card in the Cool-Down Queue
and return it to your hand.
If you played the “Manual Override” card, you
may choose to return that card to your hand
instead of picking up the leftmost card from
the Queue.
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Attacking
Attacking your opponents with your Carrier weapons and RAVs is an integral part of
the game. All attacks work the same way:
1. Roll appropriate number of Dice … you may never roll more than 8 Dice.
2. Based on the numbers showing on the Dice, count “Hits” …
a. 1’s, 2’s and 3’s are considered “Misses” and do not count as Hits
b. 4’s and 5’s each count as 1 Hit
c. 6’s each count as 2 Hits
3. Apply Hits to destroy RAVs or inflict damage on a Carrier

Targeting RAVs
You may only target a single RAV at a time. To destroy a RAV, you need to have a
number of Hits equal to or greater than the RAVs’ Defense Value:
A Fighter’s Defense Value is always 2
A Bomber’s Defense Value depends on
if it has Fighters of the same color in
any of the adjacent Spaces.
o A Bomber starts with a Defense
Value of 1
o A Bomber adds 1 to its Defense
Value for each Fighter of the
same color that is in an adjacent
Space.
If you destroy a RAV, take 1 Black Chip as a
Trophy. Store your Trophies to the right of
your Status card to be counted at the end of the game.
When using the “Fire Defensive Guns” Carrier Command card … total up all Hits
from the 8 Dice that are rolled and apply the Hits against any RAVs adjacent to your
Carrier’s Location.
Target 1 RAV at a time, in any order you choose, and reduce your number of
Hits remaining by the number needed to destroy the targeted RAV. Continue
destroying RAVs until you run out of Hits.
If you destroy a Fighter, any Bomber adjacent to that Fighter has an immediate
1-point drop in its Defense Value.
Double-Hits from 6’s may be split across two different RAVs.
Take 1 Black Chip for each RAV that you destroy.
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Targeting Carriers
Note: When your Carrier is specified as a target of an attack, you may immediately take “Evasive
Maneuvers.” See the section on “Evasive Maneuvers” for more details.

When attacking a Carrier, Hits must first be applied to the Carrier’s shields. When no
shields are remaining, the target’s systems can be damaged by Hits.
Each shield Chip takes 1 Hit to be removed. The Chip is removed from the Shields
area of the target’s Status card and returned to the target owner’s Chip supply to the
left of his/her Status card. You do not get a Trophy for removing shields. If a Black Chip was
being used for shields, it is returned to the central stockpile.

It takes 2 Hits to damage a system on a Carrier that does
not have any shields remaining. To determine which system is
damaged, roll 2 Dice:
If either Dice shows the number of a system that is
currently Online, that system is knocked Down.
If both Dice show a number of a system that is currently
Online, the attacker may choose which system is
knocked Down.
If you successfully knock a system Down, the target owner should remove the Chip
from that system’s white circle and give that Chip to the attacker as a Trophy.
Store your Trophies to the right of your Status card to be counted at the end of the
game.
After applying 2 Hits to damage a Carrier’s systems, if you still have 2 or more Hits
remaining, conduct another determining roll to see if a system is knocked Down.
Continue damaging systems until you have fewer than 2 Hits remaining.

Evasive Maneuvers
When your Carrier is specified as a target of an
attack, you may immediately take “Evasive
Maneuvers” to reduce the number of Dice being
rolled on the attack. You may not use this when your RAVs
are being attacked.

You do this by placing a Carrier Command card from you hand face-down onto the
middle card in your Cool-Down Queue. The number of Dice used for the attack is
reduced by 2. The maximum number of Dice allowed for this attack is now 6.
You may only do one of these per turn. If the middle card in the Queue already has a face-down card
on it, you cannot do another Evasive Maneuver. The face-down card is retrieved 2 turns later when
returning the leftmost card to your hand.
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Ending the Game & Final Scoring
The game ends under either one of these two conditions:
The last Black Chip has been taken from the central stockpile … as soon as the
last Black Chip is taken, the game ends immediately. The current player does not get
to finish the turn.

The last player to arrive at Gratis-3 starts a turn with his/her Carrier already at
the planet. This player does get to take this final turn, and then the game ends.
When the game comes to an end, all players count up their scores:
Only count the Trophy chips that you have collected to the right of your Status
card. Do not count your own Chips, or any Black Chips in use on your Status card.
Blue/Green/Orange/Purple Chips each count as 2 points.
Black Chips each count as 1 point.
The player with the most total points wins.
Ties are broken by the number of Chips on each tied player’s Status card (Online
Systems are each worth 2 points, shields are each worth 1 point). If the players are
still tied, the tie stands.

Special Jump Gate Rules
All Carriers start the game on the Jump Gate, and a few special
rules apply:
Carriers on the Jump Gate may not be targeted for
attacks.
Weapons may not be fired while at the Jump Gate.
RAVs may not be launched while at the Jump Gate.
The first “Move Carrier” action will move the player’s Carrier from the Jump Gate onto
the Location next to the Jump Gate.

Special Gratis−3 Rules
There is an advantage to get to the final Location above Gratis-3 before the other
players – you gain extra Black Chip Trophies, as follows:
When your Carrier is moved onto the final
Location, take 1 Black Chip
When you start a turn with your Carrier on the
final Location, take 1 Black Chip
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Quick Reference Guide
Player Turn
Repair 1 System
Play 1 Carrier Command Card on the right side of Queue
o You must take Actions if able
Move RAVs
o RAVs may not move into Space directly behind itself
o RAVs may move through occupied Spaces but must end in empty Space
o Each RAV must move at least 1 Space
o Fighters may move up to 3 Spaces
o Bombers may move up to 2 Spaces
Attack with RAVs
o Specify Target and your RAVs in the attack
o Each Target may only be attacked once per turn
o Each RAV may only be involved in a single attack per turn
Return Leftmost Card from the Queue to your Hand

Attacks
Specify target & determine number of Dice to roll
If targeting a Carrier, target owner may play “Evasive Maneuvers” before the roll
Misses on 1, 2, 3
1 Hit on each 4 or 5
2 Hits on each 6
Apply Hits:
o Targeting RAV: Hits equal to or greater than Defense Strength to destroy. Take Black
Chip as Trophy for each RAV destroyed.
o Targeting Carrier: Must apply Hits to shields first. 1 Hit to remove 1 shield. 2 Hits to
damage a system – roll 2 Dice to determine system damaged. Get Chip as Trophy.
Item
Attack Dice
Def. Strength
Comments
1st in Group: 1
Fighter RAV
2
All others in Group: 2
Base: 1
Bomber RAV
3
+1 for each adjacent
friendly Fighter
Return Chip to Owner’s Chip
Carrier Shield
1
pile
Give Chip as a Trophy to the
Carrier System
2
Attacker
Use Hits only on RAVs
Defensive Guns
8
adjacent to Carrier
Short Range
5 for same Location
Target a Carrier at same
Guns
3 for 1 Location away
Location or 1 Location away
Target a Carrier not at the
same Location. All Carriers
EMP
4
at that Location lose all
Shields.
After applying Hits, re-roll
NUKE
6
all Hits in a new attack.
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